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Twente Guitar Festival 2013 

It’s Nine ‘o Clock 

It’s nine ‘o clock and I walk 

through the empty streets, 

thoughts fill my head, 

but then still 

no one speaks to me. 

My mind takes me back 

to the years that have passed me by.

There I was, walking along the deserted Van Essengaarde in Enschede, an industrial town in 

the east of Holland. It was Ascension Day, just after nine ‘o clock. A mean cold wind blew 

against my face. A partially blinded American Guitar Store at the end of the street provided a 

gloomy view. The once thriving music shop was completely empty, all gear was gone, and 

the Spiderman on the façade had flown away. 

I arrived at the entrance of the Artez Conservatory. The bronze violinist with his hat and 

instrument case was still there. For how long? The sign besides the door appeared to be an 

omen. Pop Academy, it read. Classical music is history in this building, “right-minded” 

Management Lords and calculating Excel sheet Knights had decided that classical music had 

a better chance with Artez in Zwolle, the capital of the Overijssel province. A policy and a 

signature were sufficient to cut the cultural link in Enschede. 

Soon this grey Enschede fortress of culture will only provide screaming synths, biting e-

guitars, pouncing drums, bouncing bass-lines, experimental vocals and the last trends with 

lighting effects for deejays. The classical students in this city will have to make a daily 

journey of two hours by train, or the will be forced to move to Zwolle. 

Yes, in this case the violinist near the door should pack his bronze case and leave. Maybe he 

will be replaced by a statue of Michael Jackson. Bad! 

Quite a difference with the time that this building was inaugurated indeed! Many years ago I 

visited this place on an open door day, just to find out if a part-time conservatory training was 
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something for me. Well, it appeared that it was not. Anyway, the building was full of full-time 

students that made music in every nook and cranny. 

Those were the memories from the past. My Love had just dropped me off with guitar case, 

bread bin and bag for the attributes. It still is cheaper to bring me here instead of going by car 

myself, because the parking fees in Enschede have been raised again! 

I lingered a while in front of the door of Artez, and it was true, My mind takes me back to the 

years that have passed me by. It was not merely because of the nostalgia of these lyrics with 

a wink towards the seventies when Aphrodite’s Child was still young, Demis Roussos did not 

need a slimming strategy and Vangelis did not play the Moog yet. 

My mind took me back. I have been making these walks through the Van Essengaarde since 

2007, the second year of the then young Twenthe Guitar Festival. This thought caused a 

quick conclusion with me: I am at the start of the eight’ edition of the Twente Guitar Festival!

That proved a good reason to leave my dark mood behind, to go inside and to experience it! 

The Festival 

Despite all cultural crisis and budget cut actions in the past years, the Twente Guitar Festival 

Foundation succeeded in organizing the eight’ edition of this guitar event. That’s quite an 

organisational performance indeed! First you will have to contact and engage artists. Second 

you will have to compete with professional fund raisers because many cultural instances hire 

professionals to get hold of the little number of subsidies that are still there. 

The board, consisting of Niels Ottink, Paul Driessen, Gerard Kroeze and Jaap Majoor, had 

worked hard to make a smooth performance of this festival. 

Like last year, the Artez canteen provided room for a number of stands. The luthiers Jan 

Zonjee, Ramon Riemersma and Jeroen Hilhorst were there with their hand-manufactured 

instruments. Musikhaus Trekel from Hamburg was present with boxes full of guitar literature, 

CDs, guitar accessories and guitar gadgets. It was quite a search for Herr Trekel, but he 

knew that he had it in stock and found it, my little book of arrangements of French Chansons 

by Cees Hartog. 

The Artez canteen also accommodated the board’s desk. Here we could see the 

achievements of the present information society, laptop, IPad and Smartphone appeared 

indispensable tools for amongst others registration of the participants. 

Like every year, I noticed some improvements in the organisation. The personal introduction 

email gave you all significant scheduling information for master classes, workshops and 

concerts. More practical than the PDF of the Excel sheet that contained all in very small font 

size. 

The announcements on the columns in the canteen hall now mentioned both the master 

classes and the competition schedules. The programmes that were handed out during the 
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preliminaries made the journalist’s life more comfortable. It was too bad that there were no 

programmes for the finals. 

This year the Artez Conservatory had a lockable safe for the instruments as well. It’s nice to 

store your precious instrument if you want to visit a concert on the Oude Markt outside. 

Like every edition, the Twente Guitar Festival had an extensive equipe de volontaires. Folks, 

volunteers, thanks for your efforts, because behind the screen there is lots of work to be 

done. 

Day One 

Marlon Titre 

Masterclass with Raphaella Smits 

There was little time to shake some hands after my arrival, because I was scheduled for the 

earliest master class of the first day of the Twente Guitar Festival. This year I would attend 

the class with Raphaella Smits. 

She is a specialist of 19th century guitar music, an era that I like to play music from myself. It 

was a perfect opportunity to bring in a few pieces that I had studied extensively for the 

competition, Valse from Op. 32 by Fernando Sor (1778 - 1839) and Capriccio Nr. 2 from 32 

Capriccios Op. 20 by Luigi Legnani (1790 - 1877). 
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I took the opportunity to discuss the pitfalls from these pieces. They were the sixteenth note 

runs from Valse, and the Alberti Bass sections with ski jump from the 12th fret from Capriccio 

Nr. 2. 

Yes, I do notice it recurrently, my technique lags my music. My wrist posture is less optimal. 

If I try to correct, however, it appears that here is an arm attached to it. And a shoulder in the 

end. So, it appeared no easy task to implement all instructions consistently right away. So, I 

consider that a bit of homework this year. 

Nevertheless, it was hard work to play though the pieces within the hour. It was fun to watch 

her technique, it’s amazing how she gives every note its right duration and damps wherever 

necessary to play the notes with some spice and to create a transparent performance. I must 

admit that I am a bit careless with damping, although it has got better lately.  

Workshop Improvisation with Jim and Paul 

The workshop improvisation is a fixed subject for me since the very first Twente Guitar 

Festival. I did not skip a single session and every year it was fun to meet Jim ten Boske and 

Paul Driessen for some structured jamming on the guitar. 

From 2006 – 2008 the workshop improvisation was a welcome session for the participants as 

well. Unfortunately, from that year the visitor’s statistics showed that there was a fair chance 

that the workshop would become a private lesson for me in the end. Actually, this year it was, 

no other players showed up. The schedule listed five hours of workshop and but for the first 

hour I had all attention from Jim and Paul for myself. 

Come on, you bunch of classicists! Watching master classes is fun, but doing something 

yourself is fun as well! An important ingredient of improvisation training is group dynamics, 

which is virtually absent if there is no group. 

We enjoyed ourselves nevertheless. First, we played a bit with a little chord progression 

around Gm and D7 with different rhythm patterns. 

Next, we returned to the nostalgia of the sixties with Albatross by Fleetwood Mac. The song 

has a mere two chords, Emaj7 and F#m, but it was fun reconstructing the melody based on 

memories of old and improvisation. 

I happened to have my little arrangement book of French Chansons with me, that provided a 

nice basis for jamming in Latin rhythm on Les Feuilles Mortes by Yves Montand. That was 

fun! 

We filled the last session with a few blues progressions and a nice piece of free jazz. Just let 

the ideas flow with the three of us, that was musical enjoyment. 

A clear fact from these workshops is that you obtain little music theoretical background if you 

play mainly from scores, like me. I do recognize chord forms and patterns and I do have a 

clue about how things are musically constructed, but I never make a thorough harmonic 

analysis. That’s a subject for this year, with some simple pieces to start with. 
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Presentation Jan Zonjee 

Just like last year, Jan Zonjee, the luthier from the town of Amersfoort in the middle of 

Holland, held a presentation about his instruments. It is interesting that he not only builds 

instruments as a luthier, but he spreads his art by means of training courses in instrument 

building as well. That yields him useful contacts, amongst others with a luthier that came 

from Iran. It results in a kind of ‘crossbreeding’ in the appearance and design of some 

instruments. 

Last year we saw a few nice examples of this cooperation. He brought in some new 

examples of well-built instruments, amongst others made from mulberry wood. Another 

interesting exhibit was the Ukulele with a body made according to the tradition for middle 

east instruments. The larger body did add to the sound significantly. 

As usual Paul Driessen was there to demonstrate the instruments. The Ukulele had a 

powerful sound indeed! 

Heavenly guitars on the Oude Markt 

The bandstand on the Oude Markt in Enschede was available for the outdoor happening on 

this Ascension Day. This time Jan Contant and the Tweante Veer, Jaques Stotzem, Jurgen 

Rijkers and The Rosenbergs would hit the stage. 

I just dropped in when Jaques Stotzem was playing. After a reluctant start, the sun shone 

brightly and the Oude Markt was the scene of strolling people and playing children, plus of 

course the temporary audience that stopped to listen. 

I had heard Jacques Stotzem back in 2009 and even had a master class with him. At that 

occasion, it appeared to me that my finger style skills were quite inadequate, yet it was fun to 

give it a try. 

He cheerfully played a few of the old hits from my youth, amongst others fine arrangements 

of Come Together by The Beatles, and Purple Haze by Jimi Hendrix. The atmosphere of 

smoky and poorly-lit school parties was back right away. He also played some Rock and 

Roll, causing an enthusiast reaction with a couple in their fifties that started to dance on the 

market square. They did remember the rock and roll dance steps indeed, but the tossing 

around of the girl? I guess that was far too risky on their age, considering the stone 

pavement. 

An enjoyable performance. I found it just a pity that he did not play With or without You by 

U2, because I consider that one of his best songs. 

Concert Marlon Titre 

The Dutch guitarist Marlon Titre (he originates from the island of Aruba and graduated at the 

Royal Conservatory in The Hague) was not unknown to me, I had met him on a meeting of 

the musical club Pro Guitarra somewhere in a town on the Dutch countryside. 
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Now he performed in Twenthe on the very first evening concert of this festival. Already with 

the first piece he demonstrated his artful and polished playing style. He kicked off with 

Asturias by Isaac Albeniz (1860-1909) and made an elegant and well-wrought performance 

of this guitar hit from my younger years. 

After the gently played Carinhoso, a bossa-nova by Pixuinguinha, also known as Alfredo da 

Rocha Viana (1897-1973), it became time for something more passionate in the form of 

Verano Porteno from the Cuatro Estaciones Portenas by Astor Piazzolla (1921-1992). He 

played a beefy tango and an emotional lyrical middle section, just as we are used to in the 

tangos of Piazzolla. 

Then Titre came up with the best song of this evening, as far as I am concerned, Felicidade

by Antonio Carlos Jobim (1927-1944) in an intricate arrangement by Roland Dyens. His lively 

and sparkling performance made me really swinging happy! 

Back it went to Albeniz. Tango sounded melancholically in an enjoyable quiet tempo. With 

the brisker Torre Bermeja, Marlon Titre played us elegantly towards the break. 

After the drinks, Marlon Titre returned on stage with arrangements of two Indonesian songs, 

Indonesia Pusaka en Burung Kutilang. They sounded extremely well on the guitar. 

Time for a Latin American triptych by Baden Powell de Aquino (1937-2000) with Babel and 

Chara and by Egberto Gismonti with Aqua e Vinho. Titre performed this material in a 

convincing manner and immediately continued with the interesting new study material by Leo 

Brouwer, Ommaggio a Villa-Lobos en Ommagio a Szymanowski. A good example for me, I 

play these pieces myself and I found Titre’s tempos interesting. 

Titre concluded the concert with a more extensive work by Brouwer, the Sonata with the 

movements Fandangos y Boleros, Sarabanda de Scriabin and La Toccata de Pasquini. Here 

Marlon Titre clearly showed that he mastered the contemporary repertoire as well. In the first 

movement, he expressed the agitation in the music very well, in the Sarabanda he created a 

magical atmosphere and with the Toccata he went to the last measure top speed. 

A good start of the concert series! 
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Day Two 

Raphaella Smits 

Preliminaries Cat. 1 Competition 

The second day of the festival has become the day of the preliminaries for the competition of 

the professionals and students by tradition. This competition is generally referred to as the 

Cat. 1 Competition. 

The competition buzz was quite clear when I entered the canteen of the Artez Conservatory. 

The first day it was dead quiet, now it was crowded. I noticed the queue for the check-in, 

heard the rustling of sheet music and stumbled upon guitarists that were practicing different 

pieces all over the building. 

Today there was the festival ensemble too, but I had decided not to join in. Last year I was 

quite late for the rehearsals of the ensemble after attending the preliminaries, there was just 

an hour left. I did not like that so much, so I skipped the ensemble this year. 
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24 candidates were on the list, so last year’s all-time low was compensated. The spin-off 

from the Guitar festival Nordhorn was quite obvious, seven of today’s candidates performed 

there too. This cross-breed effect is advantageous for the guitar competition in this region.  

The performances in front of the jury were tightly scheduled, but the preliminaries would 

extend o half past five nevertheless. 

I will start with my hobbyhorse: the announcement. I do appreciate this first contact between 

guitarist and audience, so the following guitarist get an honourable mention from me (and I 

hope that the jury will express that in points too): Menno Buggenhout, Robbert Vermeulen, 

Rolf van Meurs, Marcus de Jong, Le Thu, Stefan Habets, Lore Raus, Balder Deceuninck, 

and Marcin Chilinski. Folks, you know how to address an audience, the rest kept his or her 

mouth shut. Well Done! 

Iena Baltmiskyte was the first to appear in this preliminary marathon. Ste started with the 

Prelude from Suite BWV 997 by Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) (wow, this is the first 

year that I know by heart). She played this introduction elegantly, but permitted some hurry at 

times. Her next piece was a contemporary one, Bagatelle 2 by William Walton (1902 -1983). 

This music suited her better, she performed it with a Satie-like introvert atmosphere... 

Florian Palier - after closer investigation he appeared to be the son of Johann Palier of the 

Duo Violarra, a few years back I had a master class with him – took off with two pieces by 

the well-known Paraguayan Augustin Barrios (1885 - 1944). The pretty unknown Pais de 

Abanico appeared a fun piece in which Palier excelled in musical breathing. The following 

Estudio Vals was a nice demonstration of technical skills. As far as I am concerned he 

should have omitted the squeak and screech study Etude 12 by Heitor Villa Lobos (1887 - 

1959). Yet he did play this obviously popular piece, beit with some hurry at times. 

Menno Buggenhout made a heavy start with Prelude uit BWV 998 by Johann Sebastian 

Bach. He had a nice phrasing and played introvertly wherever necessary, yet his bass line 

was very soft, causing the pulse of the piece to be a bit vague. In the next piece he remained 

in style with a Hommage a Bach by a contemporary composer. That was a considerable 

exercise on the fingerboard up and down vice versa. It was a pity that his play remained a bit 

too smooth for the atmosphere that was required by the piece. 

Denis Schmitz had decided to go for the finals with two pieces by Bach. His Largo from the 

violin sonata BWV 1005 sounded with a clear and consistent phrasing, although slightly more 

dynamics would have added some spice to the piece. Allegro Assai provided a much better 

impression of his play, he had a clear and unhurried interpretation. 

Haruki Naroda made his presentation with a Fantasia by Francesco da Milano (1497 - 1543). 

The broad chorale structure of the piece came out well. He continued with a contemporary 

piece, Plainte et comme une Gigue from Quatre Pieces Breves by Frank Martin (1890 - 

1974). In the Plainte, Noda made a dynamic performance, the Gigue was a bit contemporary 

chaotic, but it kept its track. 

Robbert Vermeulen repeated his exercise from Nordhorn earlier this year with Tarantella

from Bardenklaenge by Johann Kaspar Mertz (1806 -1856). It went smoothly in a brisk 
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tempo with here and there a surprising rest. A slightly false start did not affect his 

composure. 

Rolf van Meurs introduced us to a piece of contemporary music of Dutch origin, Sonatine 

1954 by Hans de Heer. He played it sonorously with a characteristic atmosphere. Then he 

went back to the classics with Capriccio 4 by Luigi Legnani (1790 - 1877). That’s a familiar 

piece for me! His voicing was very good. As a conclusion, he played Capriccio 7 from the 

same opus. Well, this piece is a racing track, so it appeared to me better than expected that 

he had just a casual slip. The melody was clear, the scales were dazzling. 

I already met Rachel Schiff this year at Nordhorn. She made herself heard here in Twenthe 

with Homenaje pour le Tombeau de Claude Debussy by Manuel de Falla (1876 - 1946). She 

played the piece extrovertly and eagerly, where at times enthusiasm and accuracy clashed. It 

was a pity that this time the sad dignity of the bass line was absent for the major part of the 

piece. Next, she clasped the capo on the second fret and played the The Frog Galliard by 

John Dowland (1563 - 1623). The little frog jumped joyfully along the shores of the pond and 

almost changed into a prince despite all scale climbing! 

Noam Kanter did not need much time for tuning, he completely trusted the electronics of his 

tuner. The correct tuning could be heard in his piece: Capricho de Goya Nr. 1 van Mario 

Castelnuovo Tedesco (1895 - 1968) in which the composer introduces the painter Franciso 

Goya. Kanter phrased the piece well and carefully interpreted the structure of the fugue 

section, so that it became clear to the audience. 

Marcus de Jong was an old acquaintance from an earlier festival edition. He played 

Bagatelle Nr. 1 by William Walton. Personally, I found the composition a rather vague piece, 

yet De Jong succeeded in emphasizing the structure of the passages. From the next piece, 

Elfenreigen (round dance) by Johann Kaspar Mertz, I got the understanding that Elves dance 

pretty fast. In the interpretation of the player this piece became a quite (almost too) brisk 

rippling arpeggio. 

Time for the first break. Personally, I did not experience a sense of finals yet. I heard 

someone postulate that the first players are the reference material for the followers and 

consequently have a smaller chance of the finals than someone that plays equally good or 

only slightly better once the preliminaries have proceeded. In that case you would say that 

the ordering forms a handicap. Would be a nice thing to investigate! 

After the first break Joao Leitao stepped up. Bach again (boy, he’s popular this composition) 

with Siciliano and Presto from the Violon Sonata BWV 1001. He played the Siciliano

intimately with a transparent sound and clear voicing. The last two qualities remained with 

the Presto, but now at a much higher speed! My first sense of finals! 

The representative from Greece, Jannis Estathopulos, played a piece by the Brazilian 

composer Sergio Assad (yes, the one from the famous duo). Despite their name, the 3 

Divertimentos (Abaete, Arpoador en Parati) were no leisure for the guitarist indeed! 

Estathopulos played the first movement with its complex rhythm slightly fuzzy, brought back 

the peace in the second movement, unfortunately neglecting the story of the music a bit, and 

finished the set with a restless swinging last movement that lacked a bit of cohesion. 
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Janis Neteler performed the Allegretto from the Sonatina by Federico Moreno Torroba (1891-

1982). Unfortunately, the joyful piece drowned in hurry, the notes blurred as a consequence 

of the speed. 

I had encountered Le Thu from Vietnam in Nordhorn too, not only as a classical guitarist, she 

also appeared a skilled jazzy improviser in the bar after the concerts. She made a nice swing 

with the Valse Venezolano Nr. 3 by Antonio Lauro (1917 -1986). Then she put Bach on the 

music stand, a Courante from a suite that I did not recognize immediately. She polished the 

dance nicely and made a clear interpretation. I got a bit of the sense of finals again. 

Nobuhiro Uchimoto came up with a contemporary piece by the French composer Roland 

Dyens, a movement from the Libra Sonatine. He played the Largo movement. His 

performance had a few beautiful moments, but showed some fuzzy fragments too. The 

atmosphere in the end was well done. 

Blazej Sudnikowicz is a familiar guest on the guitar festivals in this region, he participated in 

the competitions for a number of editions. He filled the hall with a well-played Theme Varie et 

Finale van Manuel Ponce (1882 - 1948). His pretty, sonorous and consistent performance 

gave me another sense of finals! 

Nelly von Alven has appeared on the previous festivals too. She offered some material for 

comparison concerning the Homenaje pour le Tombeau de Claude Debussy by Manuel de 

Falla. This comparison was in her favour, she excellently expressed the tension in the 

atmosphere in the piece between sad and exuberantly Spanish. In her next piece, the well-

known screech-and squeak study Etude 12 by Heitor Villa Lobos, she gave the opportunity to 

compare again. Again, it was quite positive, another sense of finals! 

Stefan Habets played a very challenging piece, the Zapateado from Tres Piezas Espagnolas

by Joaquin Rodrigo (1901-1999). It was a challenge indeed and I sympathized with his play. 

The piece was clearly too much for him, but he fought bravely to keep running the race to the 

end. The applause made clear that the audience appreciated his bravery. 

Jetjummong Jongprasert took off in a lyrical manner with Julia Florida by Augustin Barrios. 

His modest performance had bright moments. He continued with a baroque piece, that could 

have been Scarlatti, or something completely different. In this piece, he completely lost his 

composure, with a great hurry he played himself in trouble. Such a shame after a convincing 

start! 

Lore Raus has participated in a number of competitions in this region. She started where the 

last candidate finished: in the baroque era with Sonata K380 by Domenico Scarlatti (1685-

1757). The first section was excellent, the bass was swinging and all complicated thrills 

snugly fit in the musical jigsaw. If you continue to play like that, you are in for the finals. 

Unfortunately, Scarlatti had some tricks in the second section that caused insecurity with the 

player. Such a shame, because she showed her capabilities so well in the first section! 

The stress in the Scarlatti piece, however, was forgotten in the next piece Impromptu van 

Emilio Pujol (1886-1980). Lore Raus made a beautiful tone in the romantic theme and 

appeared not troubled by the large stretches in the piece. 
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Balder Deceuninck strove for the finals with Capriccio Nr. 7 van Luigi Legnani, the notorious 

race track with the fast scales. In his hurry, he found out that this reputation was true and that 

caused some trouble at times. After the Legnani sprint he stayed in the speedy spectrum 

with Allegro from BWV 998 by Johann Sebastian Bach. After the stressful effort of the first 

piece this appeared to be a bad idea, the unrest increased and the hurry took away the 

breathing in his play. 

Marcin Chilinski showed his skills towards jury and audience with two movements from 

Cavatina by the Polish composer Alexandre Tansman (1897 - 1986). In the Preludio Chilinski 

followed the musical line with a powerful approach. Just a pity of those single points of hurry. 

The Danza Pomposa sounded pompously indeed. Well done!

Arturo Castro started with a piece with a dreaded reputation in the competition field:  Prelude

from BWV 1006a by Johann Sebastian Bach. I have seen many players that failed with this 

piece! Castro played it at sufficient tempo to meet large problems in the end. It´s a shame 

that the reputation of this piece was affirmed again! Fortunately, his second piece went way 

better, El Coqui van Jose Ignacio Quinton. The speed remained, but the swing was added!

The last candidate was Antero Pelikka. He played the Scherzo-Vals by Miguel Llobet (1878-

1938). The tricky thing about this piece is the question how to play it: as a waltz or as a 

scherzo? Pelikka tried both. Consequently, the fast passages became too dazzling to follow, 

virtuosity yes, musical structure no. Only in the slow sections the player showed his real 

quality. In the end, the player skilfully disarmed the virtuoso sting in the tail.

Those were the preliminaries! I guessed that the jury would have some work to do because 

the higher levels were close together. 

Concert Festival Ensemble and Raphaella Smits 

The last two editions, the Festival Ensemble formed part of the Twente Guitar Festival. The 

participants get the scores via email, rehearse their parts at home and make a final rehearsal 

for a few hours before one of the evening concerts. The first year featured a composition by 

Lars Wüller, last year a Hungarian Dance by Brahms was on the stands. This year the 

ensemble would play a few pieces by Joep Wanders. 

The first two editions of the festival ensemble, the attendance was fair, a stage full. This time 

the May holidays seemed to spoil things, there were only a few children amongst the 

participants. Consequently, the ensemble was smaller. Fortunately, there were some 

volunteers to lend a string, amongst others Paul Driessen. Remarkably large was the 

contribution of the Guitar Circle (Marjolein, Petri and Jolanda). Lars Wüller was in charge and 

played the acoustic bass as directing bassman. 

The Festival Ensemble was the support act for the evening concert of today. They joyfully 

played Charleston, Cancion en Backstage by Joep Wanders in up tempo. Well done. 

In the meantime, the results of the preliminaries were announced. Five guitarists made it to 

the finals, in playing order Antero Pellika, Nelly von Alven, Le Thu, Blazej Sudnikowicz and 

Florian Palier. Who will win in the end? 
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It took a short while to clear the stage. Finally, the lone guitar stool stood on the markings on 

the stage (you can see that from the balcony) and it was time for the Grande Dame of the 

Netherlands on the Guitar: Raphaella Smits. 

As with the preliminaries, in this concert Bach would take an important place. But no Bach 

before Fernando Sor has made his visit. Fantaisie Elegiaque, one of his most moving 

compositions with a really sad passage that brings tears to your eyes. The work was 

dedicated to a certain Charlotte of which Sor had heard that she died recently. Some claim 

that Sor had a special relation with her, which explains the emotion in the music. Raphaella 

Smits expressed this emotion faithfully. 

It was time for the feat of the evening, the complete Partita in D minor BWV 1004. Five 

movements with as the finale the Chaconne of about fourteen minutes. I was wondering a 

few times “how does she do it, memorizing three quarters of an hour of this complex music?” 

OK, at rare times she showed a bit of hesitation, but every time she exactly knew where to 

go next, the music did never falter. Magnificent! 

After the break Raphaella Smit repeated this feat with another Bach: Suite BWV 1011. 

Slightly shorter than BWV 1004, but quite comparable in difficulty and challenge. 

Two fat suites by Bach, that is fun listening, but it takes some effort in concentration from the 

audience after a busy day. So, I was glad to hear that Raphaella Smits returned to her 

specialty, the nineteenth century music, for her last pieces. The official end of the concert 

consisted of two pieces by Johann Kaspar Mertz, Elegie and La Romantique. Well, 

considering the way she plays this music, I was delighted. 

The audience was delighted too and appreciated her efforts with a massive applause. At her 

turn, Raphaella Smits appreciated this with two encores. One of them was an extensive one, 

the complete Mozart variations by Sor. Das klinget so herrlich! 

A worthy conclusion to a fine evening of music! 
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Day Three 

Edsart Udo de Haes with group 

Children’s Performance Izhar Elias 

The Dutch guitarist Izhar Elias was a guest with the festival with a special performance for 

children around the opera Serimamide van Gioacchino Rossini (1792 - 1868). ;-) Two years 

ago, he played the adult version, now Rossini’s music will be accessible for children too. 

The libretto of the opera is a theme that is well known in literature. Father the King is afraid 

that something will happen to his new-born son at the court, sends him away as a baby and 

leaves the upbringing to a shepherd outside town. Mother dies of grief over this decision and 

father the King marries a mean bitch that kills him in cooperation with her prince-lover that 

wants to be king himself. After his death, the father gets no rest, as a ghost he has to keep 

an eye on proceedings (that’s the title of the performance: The Revenge of the Ghost). The 

son returns to the court as a grown-up and helped by the powers of Good he exposes and 

punishes the killers, finds a nice girl to marry, becomes king himself and then we arrive at the 

They lived happily Ever After. 

Elias himself played the music on a replica of an 1840 guitar and took a bit of the part of the 

narrator. The visual part of the show found place on a large screen that showed strings and a 

sound hole. With an ingenious construction, the images were projected on the sound hole. 
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What was the source of the images? Well, Izhar Elias’ assistant walked around with a 

camera that recorded images from a bulletin board and all kinds of other objects that were 

necessary for the performance. On the bulletin board she depicted the story, so that music, 

narration and images were synchronous. A nice effect! The bulletin board contained cut out 

drawings like a prince, a shepherd and a castle, that you could arrange for a specific 

situation to be depicted by the camera image. 

Rossini had made the characters of the prince, the prince’s lover, the queen’s lover and the 

false queen recognizable by their own musical motives and Elias played them whenever 

necessary. And so the story developed in the various Arias by Rossini that had been 

arranged by Mauro Giuliani. 

The children liked the idea and participated gladly. Good Show! 

Competition Category 3 

The competition for the youngest (up to 16 years) had three participants this year. 

The first and really youngest candidate was Sandra Porgomskaya, she is eight years of age. 

She walked the stage with a nicely decorated guitar including a small Ergoplay and 

announced her pieces herself. She started with a very softly yet clearly played folk song 

called Troika. Then she played a waltz by Ferdinando Carulli (1770 - 1841) and a Canario

that resembled a Renaissance dance. She played all by heart and did so without slips and 

failures. 

The exit from stage was hard to find because of the darkness. Fortunately, she could find the 

steps towards the audience. On the front row, she was welcomed by her mother that gave 

her (so cute) her teddy bear. Well played, lassie! 

Numa van Riet appeared as the next candidate. I remembered him from the Festival 

Ensemble and the Cat. 3 competitions two years ago. Before starting to play he instructed 

his father how to take pictures with the Smartphone. O, those modern media! I had spotted 

him regularly with the thing, playing games. 

Time for serious matters. His first piece became Sadness by Madame Sidney Pratten (1821 - 

1895). He played the introducing prelude neatly with a touch of legato and presented the 

melody in a fresh and entertaining way. The challenge was the middle section with some 

shifting chords and fingerings. For him they presented no problems. 

His next piece was Bolero by Julian Arcas (1832 - 1882).  I knew the tricky parts in this piece, 

a sixteenth note run around the 12th fret. He played these passages without failures and 

brought them out well. In the sections between the refrains he accurately interpreted the 

atmosphere and gave me a sense of Spain! 

The pieces Sadness and Bolero have a nice story attached. Two years ago I had given 

Numa one of the volumes from the DOS Amigos Homepage Collection, just for 

encouragement and a bit of challenge after his first competition. He selected the volume with 
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the Romantic pieces and the pieces that he just played were part of this selection. I could 

appreciate that! 

Numa had given his Smartphone to his dad, so he had no stopwatch at hand. That’s why he 

asked the jury if there was some time left for another piece. After their confirmation, he 

quickly added a study by Mauro Giulani and did so at considerable speed. 

Numa had some trouble with finding the exit as well. It is a bit troublesome indeed on that 

poorly lit backstage. 

Alvin Uliama was the third candidate. Two years ago, his parents brought in a stool because 

he was too small for a standard chair. Now it appeared that he had grown! Not only in length, 

bus also in guitar playing. 

He took off with a little piece called Swing. It actually did so! Then he started to play Dia en 

Noviembre by Leo Brouwer. I was utterly surprised, so young and then playing a piece like 

this! He played the theme with feeling, hit the atmospheres of the pieces very well, executed 

the harmonics perfectly and made the stretch to the twelfth fret in the middle section just like 

that. Incredible (and I can know it, because this piece took me quite some effort… at my fifty-

fifth).  

The jury required some deliberation, particularly for the first two places, but came to a 

decision: 1. Alvin Uliama, 2. Numa van Riet and 3. Sandra Porgomskaya. They went all 

home with a prize. Congrats! 

Competition Category 2 

Five candidates stepped up with the Category 2 competition (16 years and older). 

Hannes Hendricx had an ambitious programme: Prelude from the second lute suite BWV 997 

by Johann Sebastian Bach and Tango en Skai by Roland Dyens. 

The Bach Prelude is a piece that requires the player to stay focused throughout. Hannes 

executed the position changes well and made a nice phrasing. At a very few times, however, 

the tempo varied a bit outside the range that is feasible for phrasing. 

Tango en Skai is a difficult piece. He solved one of the tricky spots, the reflex tremolos on the 

shifting chords, by means of a simple Rasgueado. I have seen this solution before, it more or 

less reflects the effect. He selected a brisk tempo, which is a dangerous move with this 

piece. The result was a casual hesitation. Forgivable with a piece like this! 

The second player Krisna Pijloo hit the stage “on wings”. His shoes showed the little wings 

that give Mercurius his light-footed step. He had a fast phone too, with built-in guitar tuner. 

But how do you activate that thing? Fortunately, his sister provided some assistance from the 

audience, so he could tune the guitar. 

He had an ambitious programme too: Marieta by Francisco Tarrega and Asturias by Isaac 

Albeniz. Well, making an ambitious choice is one thing, playing it in the same manner is 

another matter. Yet Krisna Pijloo made an exemplary performance of this story. 
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He finished the technical aspects of Marieta neatly, everything was on the right spot. He had 

a personal interpretation, yet the Tarrega harmonies came out clearly. Neat performance. 

Then I experienced the surprise of an extremely well-played Asturias! The tremolo section 

was no problem for him. He played the complete piece relaxed and very tasteful and lifted 

some details in the middle section that I had not heard yet. Finally, he fooled the audience 

with the last phrase, keeping the tension of the music very well. Magnificent. 

Candidate number three was Tanja Vermeeren. She would play three pieces: Etude in B 

minor from Op. 35 by Fernando Sor, Prelude in D minor by Johann Sebastian Bach and a 

contemporary piece called La Noche. 

With the Sor Etude, the melody stayed neatly above the accompaniment and was clear for 

the audience. Just a slight little bit more of legato would spice up things further. 

Like I have seen with many competitions, Bach remains a challenge, particularly if you have 

to play under the pressure of a jury assessment. Tanja played the Prelude bravely, but made 

it very thrilling for the audience how she would pass the finish.  

La Noche is, like the name suggests, a quiet piece. At least from the sound I did not get the 

impression that it depicted a nightmare. Yet the atmosphere did not fully develop, which is 

quite understandable after finishing a Bach prelude with challenges. The audience 

appreciated her efforts with a well-deserved applause. 

I guessed that the fourth candidate was family of candidate Nr. 1. Marlot Hendricx shared the 

ambition of her brother: Allemande from the second Cello Suite by Johann Sebastian Bach 

and Campo from the Preludios Americanos by Abel Carlevaro (1916 - 2001). 

With her the ambition and execution were slightly less aligned. She played the Allemande

skilfully, but just too introvert to make a clear impression with the audience, I missed some 

transparency in the voicing. Of course, you can blame Bach, he punishes you for everything! 

The Campo was much, much better, what is left to work on now is power play with the 

beautiful bass line of the piece. My suggestion for Margot would be: Play more extrovertly, 

take this courage and do not withdraw, because you and your guitar playing are worth 

listening to. 

Candidate Five remained absent, so the jury could finish its job. After short but intense 

deliberation, their judgement was 1. Krisna Pijloo, 2. Marlot Hendricx, 3. Hannes Hendricx en 

4. Tanja Vermeere. 

After the competition, I got talking to Krisna, his mother and his grandfather. Mother and 

grandfather were very proud, naturally. Krisna is in high school at the moment, but prepares 

for Conservatory by means of lessons with amongst others Lex Eisenhardt. Now that I heard 

Krisna play, I guess that the Conservatory will welcome him! His grandfather shared this 

opinion so he was saving money in order to buy him a hand-built guitar. That is positive 

stimulation indeed! 
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Concert Edsart Udo de Haes and his group 

At the moment Edsart Udo de Haes is a well-known name in Flamenco loving Holland and 

beyond. This spring he released his debut-CD Aurora (Also see the CD story about it, 

elsewhere on this site.) that for me as a flamenco-amateur sounded very accessible and 

fresh. 

This night he came with a group consisting of a singer, a percussionist and a dancer. The 

singer Erminia Fernandez Cordoba attracted attention because of her powerful vocal range 

with a slight husky edge that gave a personal character to her voice, particularly in case of 

passionate lyricism. The percussionist Udo Demandt was a true master on Cajon and the 

Udu Drum, a kind of terracotta percussion instrument. The dancer Mirjam Venhuizen stood 

out because of her powerful rhythm and beautiful dresses... 

The performance became a feast of virtuosity and rhythmics. Besides the Flamenco classics 

(Bulerias, Malaguena) the group also played Tango themes and Latin American melodies. It 

was a programme with variation that encouraged many to at least swing along. In the 

audience, I noticed someone that even visibly mastered the Flamenco hand clapping 

technique. 

The dancer added an extra dimension, not only by the graceful arabesques of her 

movement, but also by the ardent rhythm of her tap dance. She was the reason that the band 

required amplification during playing, because she drowned out everyone with her dancing 

shoes. I also noticed that the stage floor of Concordia needs some polishing after this 

performance. 

In brief, a passionate evening of Flamenco music that I could appreciate as a Flamenco-

layman because of its accessibility of music! 
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Day Four 

Marcin Dylla 

Concert Euregio Gitaarkwartet. 

At the end of the nineties of the last century there were two guitar quartets in the region of 

Eastern Holland, the Segovia Guitar Quartet being the best known. It was the only classical 

guitar quartet with a fan club! 

Since this quartet had quit, I had not seen four guitars in ensemble on stage for quite a while. 

So it is a good thing that currently the Euregio Quartet is active in Twente. Euregio is a name 

for the area at both sides of the border of eastern Holland and western Germany. 

The quartet in fact is a double duo, consisting of the German duo Cecoria (Celia Spielmann 

en Corinna Schaefer) and the Dutch duo K2 (Gerard Kroeze en Christiaan Kuiper). As you 

may notice, the name Euregio is well-chosen. 

They started their performance with a curious piece, the Psycho Suite by Bernard Herrmann 

(1911-1975), inspired by the famous Alfred Hitchcock movie. Herrmann was a film music 

composer that amongst others composed the sound tracks for the Hitchcock movies. His 

music is not available in a guitar quartet setting, so Gerard Kroeze made an arrangement. 

The piece starts with a sinister and gloomy Prelude, a kind of Danse Macabre that leads into 

the sinister The City. Here you get images in your mind of a deserted ghetto. The movement 

Rainstorm eventually leads into The Murder, the well-known shower scene with the blood 
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that drains into the sink with a fluttering shower curtain with blood stains providing extra 

suspense. 

We could relax a bit after all this suspense with a piece of straightforward baroque, the well-

known Concerto in D for four violins by Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767). There is a fine 

guitar setting of this piece that was also played by Los Romeros on the first guitar quartet 

record that I ever bought. The Euregio Guitar Quartet made a fine performance. 

5 Piezas Artesanales by Maximo Diego Pujol brought the quartet together with the flautist 

Karsten Greth in an interesting interplay in pieces that were inspired by various locations in 

Buenos Aires. The swinging Melodia en Belgrano provided a warming-up. Alguna calle gris

sounded like a kind of blues ballad sung in a gloomy alley, Plaza Miserere depicted a busy 

peak hour, Tangazo a medianoche took us to the Buenos Aires nightlife with music that 

resembled Piazzolla’s. Finally, the lovely Un domingo en La Boca provided a relaxing 

Sunday morning atmosphere. A nice piece with lots of Latin styles per square inch of musical 

score. 

The last piece was composed by Stefan Rak, a composer that I remembered myself from the 

piece Temptation of the Renaissance. The Euregio Guitar Quartet played the only published 

movement from his suite Hieronymus Bosch that was inspired by the Dutch painter Jeroen 

Bosch. So, in this case I expected that some devils with a funnel on their head would drop 

by! 

The movement was called La danse des Saltimbanques. It was a piece that resembled a 

Renaissance dance, but in terms of atmosphere it was a kind of sequence joyful-acrid-

slightly acrid-joyful-chaotic acrid and finally joyful again. The Euregio Guitar Quartet was 

quite clear in the performance of the atmosphere and acrid harmonies. 

It’s good that we have a guitar quartet again in the (EU)region. 

Finals Cat. 1 Competition 

We were there, the Sunday afternoon of the finals. Five candidates were ready to prove that 

they would snatch the win. 

Antero Pellika from Finland was the first player. Before playing the first note he already 

attracted the attention with his original tie. A nice change with respect to the standard 

musician’s uniform in black! 

Unfortunately, a programme was missing, which bothered me right away despite the fact that 

all players announced their pieces. Trouble was, that not all announcements were clearly 

audible. Pellika would play something contemporary in movements and a piece of Giuliani. I 

could not hear the announcement very well, so I had no idea about the music. 

The contemporary piece had two movements. The first had a fragile atmosphere and a 

sound that reminded me of the Nocturnal by Britten. The second movement sounded like a 

piece by Ginastera with a clear contrast between sweet and acid. Pellika showed a good 

finishing and a clear mix of melody and accompaniment. 
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The Giuliani piece was virtuoso. Pellika played it at an extreme speed, yet much more 

structured than his Scherzo Vals in the preliminaries. There was a nice breath in the piece, 

although at times he suffered from “lack of oxygen” as a consequence of the high tempo. 

Like in the first piece, I heard an interesting balance between melody and accompaniment. 

Nelly von Alven announced that she would play the well-known Introduction & Rondo by 

Dioniso Aguado plus a contemporary work, I could neither hear the composer name nor the 

title. Maybe an announcement via Twitter would be handy? No, of course not, the mobile 

phones have to be switched off during the finals. I really hope that it is no time for a hearing 

aid! 

Back to the music. Von Alven established a pretty bass line in the Introduction and 

significantly accelerated in the Rondo. She kept a close eye on the cadence of the piece, 

although in the super-virtuoso sections it took some effort to find a casual note of the rapid 

scales. With a little smile at the time she showed that she was back on track again. 

The Multi-movement contemporary had three sections. In this piece, Von Alven left behind all 

timidity and added much more dynamics than the first piece. The piece flourished from it. 

The first movement was a puzzle to me, yet all notes seemed to have their right place and 

were neatly executed. I did like the second movement much more because of the intimate 

atmosphere and clear breathing in the music. The third movement brought a brisk and very 

complex rhythm with the only hesitation in the complete piece. Well done! 

For a change, Lu The from Vietnam came with a programme without contemporary piece. 

Fantasia Op. 9 by Luigi Legnani and Sonata Meridional by Manuel Ponce. 

In Le Thu’s interpretation, Fantasia Op. 9 became a very opera-like piece. A quiet intro with 

interesting colours warmed up the atmosphere and then a mini-opera popped up with all Tutti 

and Frutti! Legnani liked trips over the complete fingerboard between sound hole and nut 

vice versa and Le Thu performed them neatly and well phrased. 

In three movements, Campo, Copla and Fiesta, Ponce depicts the atmosphere on the 

Mediterranean, particularly the Spanish colour. In Campo, Lu The knew exactly where to go 

and played the movement with a fine sound an good musical breathing. With Copla she gave 

us the opportunity to relax while listening to a pleasant melody. Fiesta made a party in subtle 

virtuosity and a few enervating moments, yet Le Thu did not lose contact with the 

architecture of the music. 

Time for Blazej Sudnikowicz with Les Soirees d’Auteuil Op. 23 by Napoleon Coste (1805 - 

1883) and a Sonata by a contemporary composer that was unknown to me. ;-) Anonymous is 

back in town again! 

Les Soirees d’Auteuil had a clear presentation. Sudnikowicz chose to made a slow start 

before accelerating considerably in the fast runs. The structure of the piece was clear and 

the voicing excellent, even though he neared the limits of his virtuosity at times. 

The contemporary piece provided a handicap for me, after five minutes I lost contact and 

could not follow the music any more. At a certain moment, the name Nicolas Maw came to 
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my mind, not out of recognition of the music, but out of an association from the past with a 

piece that completely frustrated me as a listener. 

Consequently, for me this tough job – Sudnikowicz had to labour indeed! – became a pure 

technical presentation that doubtlessly was interesting for a jury, but it was quite a let-down 

for a simple listener like me. Just like the other contemporary pieces in these finals, the slow 

movements appealed most to me. 

The last candidate was Florian Palier. He wanted to play three pieces, Nocturne by Giulio 

Regondi (1822 - 1872), the Scherzo from Sonate Op. 47 by Alberto Ginastera (1916 - 1983) 

and Apassionata by Ronaldo Miranda. 

In the Nocturne by Regondi, Palier developed a growing virtuosity on a simple theme. He 

started a bit dull and held back, but manifested himself quickly. This movement between 

introvert and extravert occurred a few times in the piece. During playing I could observe 

clearly that this piece was written for a nineteenth century guitar, the chords and stretches 

were diabolical! A well performed tremolo section was a pleasant surprise for me! 

The Scherzo was a bit all too sudden. If you listen to the complete Sonata, you recognize the 

flow of the music and the various effects in the Scherzo have a logical cause and purpose. 

Additionally, this movement prepares for the finale of the Sonata. 

Palier played it as an individual piece. Without the connection to the complete Sonata, the 

piece gave a chaotic impression and it took quite a while before I recognized it as a part of a 

greater whole. Here again, nice as a showcase for the jury (they do grant the points, isn’t it?) 

but completely uninteresting for the casual listener. 

As far as I was concerned my lack of interest applied to the last piece too. Palier played the 

Apassionata technically OK and added a lot of musicality but I could not appreciate it at that 

moment. I felt a bit fed up by the flood of contemporary repertoire that day. A bit too 

contemporary, Amigo!

The pieces had been played, but the battle was not over yet, the jury would have a tough job. 

I had no opinion about who was best, which was more or less caused by my contemporary 

repertoire black-out. So I abstained from statements and went home for dinner. 

That very night I was in time for the announcements of the results just prior to the concert by 

Marcin Dylla. The results were 1. Florian Palier, 2. Blazej Sudnikowicz, 3. Le Thu, 4. Nelly 

von Alven en 5. Antero Pellika. Finalists, congrats with the placement! 

This year the prize-giving was a bit chaotic, I got the impression that the brief descriptions of 

the jury assessments were not quite understood by the candidates. I guess –just to quote the 

speaker with one of these assessments- that there were quite a few skidmarks in the speech! 
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Concert Marcin Dylla 

The Polish guitarist Marcin Dylla has been a guest of the Twente Guitar Festival in 2006 and 

2007. Since that time his career has accelerated –he for instance won the GFA competition 

in 2007- so I was curious what I would hear tonight! 

I will start summarizing what I have heard this evening: Marcin Dylla played with a great 

finishing technique and a beautiful sound palette that were completely in service of the 

music. He touches the natural breathing in the music without fail and surprises with original 

ideas in the performance of well-known pieces. I have been in a state of enjoyment all the 

time and even lost my contemporary repertoire black-out.

Yet there was something remarkable that I also heard with Zoran Dukic, not the least 

supporter of contemporary music. This year there is much more room for the classical and 

romantic repertoire! 

To start with, Dylla played the Sonata Romantica by Manuel Ponce, a piece that rightfully 

bears the subtitle Hommage a F. Schubert. Even though Ponce does not use any Schubert 

theme in the piece, the Sonata does sound very Schubert-like. Marcin Dylla indulged my 

ears with this Hommage! Warmth, dynamics, beautiful modulations, tenderness and power 

were all in the music. Good job! 

After Ponce, Dylla turned to contemporary music. I did not know how this piece by Magnus 

Lindberg came by the name Mano a Mano, until I started noticing the hands of the guitarist. 

At that moment, the pattern became clear. Mano a Mano is complex cooperation between 

two hands. Hard to understand, yet bright and powerful in sound. I could not count the 

number of notes in this piece, just imagine that you have to enter them all in the Sibelius 

scoring software! 

After the break the Sonate in F by Anton Diabelli (1781-1858) was up. It appeared that the 

smart music publisher that gave Beethoven a little theme to compose his 33 Diabelli 

Variations was able to compose charming guitar compositions himself. Marcin Dylla played 

the movements of the Sonata in the modes Elegant, Melancholic and Exuberant. Fun 

listening to! 

The Hungarian composer Johann Kaspar Mertz has made the songs by Franz Schubert 

(1797-1828) accessible for guitar with a number of skilful and reasonably difficult 

arrangements. So, this accessibility is relative, the pieces requires quite some skill from the 

guitarists indeed! 

Marcin Dylla played the arrangements with a perfect balance between song and 

accompaniment, a fine performance! In this way, we heard the sad Lob der Traene, the 

interesting voicing and atmosphere of Ständchen and the triumphant post horn with the 

meditative mood while thinking of a letter from a beloved in Die Post. 

As his last piece, Marcin Dylla presented the Valses Poeticos by Enrique Granados, and 

interesting set of waltzes in various moods and tempos, inspired by the Valses from the 

Parisian Salons in Granados’ time. A perfect piece for Dylla to paint his sound with every 
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colour from his palette. If you consider this too metaphoric, it was a perfect piece to let the 

guitar sing in all keys and atmospheres! 

The applause completely corresponded to the great concert that we had heard. And that was 

all. Well, just a minute... what about the encores? 

No, no encores. Marcin Dylla came back and explained that he did not want to spoil the 

concert with a few fast and over-popular encores. I think that he was right. After such a 

concert in which all pieces had their right place, I think the evening was complete! 

That was the end of the Twente Guitar Festival. Again, I had enjoyed four days with the 

guitar! With this enjoyment, I am looking forward to 2014! 
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